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REPORT ON PHOTO,INTERPRETATION OF THE NGALIA BASIN,
NORTHERN TERRITORY'
by
J.C. Rivereau,
Record 1965/255

The Ngalia Basin'i* a narrow:baein . trending east, approximately
270 miles long anel with'a maximum.width Of 30 Miles. It is fiftY . Milee north
of the Amadeus Basin, enclosed,. within igneous and metamorphic Precambrian
rocks. A sandy featureless plain . .covers,thecentral.part of the basin and.
divides it into a very distntbed l northern niargin with a,largearea, of outcrop
and a well defined, littledistd4zbed l Southern ridgei Six units have been
defined within the northern_ margin; these range in age, from Upper PrOterozoic
to Lower and Perhaps Upper Palaeozoic.. Only.ont.unit has been found in most
parts of the southern ridge and the problem of the relationship between
north and south remains unresolved. The folding of the northern margin has
resulted in a complex structural picture showing dragging, overfolding and •
thrusting and the observed unconformitiee suggest twp. important tectonic
periods with the same trends of folding.
-
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INTRODUCTION
General - the Ngalia Basin is in the Northern Territory,: 'about 50'
miles north of the northern margin of the Amadeus Basin...- .^a-narrow.
basin trending east-West with a maximum width of nearly 30 miles(20 miles On
an average bn MOUNT DOREEq and a length of 270 miles (between 133 ° 35' and
129 °. 25'.E,Iongitude and 22 10' and 22 55 4 S latitudes).
This basin covers Part of four 1:250,000 scale Sheets from eatt
to west: ALCOOTA* NAPPERBY MOUNT DOREEN and LAKE MACKAY.. -•
• The photo interpretation of this area was carried 'out with the
purpose of assisting in the planning and execution of thefield-work-scheduled
for the 1966 field season. It was limited to the sedimentary rocks with a
narrow overlap, on the surrounding basement rooks.
The air photographs used were flown in 1950 for-ALCOOTA, NAPPERBY
and MOUNT DOREEN and in 1957 for LAKE MACKAY,a11 . 41*oaledf:4i.46500.: The photo
graph "scale overlays l bearing the geological interpretatiOn . 2 ., were-reduee4
then assembled on 1:250,000 National Mapping Compilation Sheets and finally
fair drawn. Topographic detailsead - names were taken from'Netional . Mapping
Topographic Sheets and more features -such as new roads, tracks or bores were
added' withinareas visited during the field trip.
-

Previous, geological work
,
/
• A" geological study was carried out in 1963 by Re-Cook-on-the-850 .
square miles of Yuendumu Native Reserve (MOUNT DOREEN) (Cook, 1963) and this
work provided stratigraphiCal control for the photo-interpretatiom
Other documents consulted are mentioned in the References at the
end of - the report.

Field work
'The area was visited briefly "after the completion'of - the photointerpretation - this allowed several points on NAPPERBY and MOUNT DOREEN td •
be checked -and provided geological control of the photogeological - ufacies"
II - PHYSIOGRAPHY

General - In its northern part (Mount Doreen area) the sedimentary
basin is bounded by scattered outcrops of basement, mainlygranitel. 'but on
NAPPERBY the northern margin is well outlined by an important mass of granite
and metamorphic rocks (Reynolds Range). ^.
and Central.

This basin can be divided into three parts: Northern, Southern

Northern part.
Here the sedimentary rocks crop out widely, particularly on MOUNT
DOREEN, for example,. in the Vaughan Springs, Mount Doreen, and Yuendumu areas .
where red-ibrown sandstone and white silicified sandstone crops-out in-broad
synclines and narrow anticlines of Upper Proterozoic and Palaeozoic aigla The
outcrops 'are numerous and continuous on MOUNT DOREEN with moderate-relief
trending roughly east-west but on NAPPERBY the northern sedimentary margin
gradually disappears and is not found beyond'the Stuart Highway-area.
* The basin covers a very small part in the southern
thus it has been mapped with NAPPERBY.

cotner

of ALCO0TA 2

.

-3Southenapart.
The southern limit of the basin is marked by an almost continuous,
well defined ridge of silicified brown sandstone overlying the basement. From
east to west it is formed by the Hann Range and Mount Ewart, the Stuart Bluff
Range and Central Mount Wedge, Mount Stanley, Mount Cockburn and Mount Redvers.
South of the ridge occurs a swampy depression with salt lakes and numerous
salt pans.
Central part.
Between both these areas lies a featureless sandy plain with only a
few low outcrops. Because of the narrowness and flatness of the basin, it is
always possible from one margin to see part of the opposite one.
Towards the west, on LAKE MACKAY this plain spreads over the whole
basin and only scattered outcrops of basement and sedimentary rocks are found.
Sand dunes trending easterly are found in the central part of MOUNT
DOREEN and in the southern part on LAKE MACKAY.
Vegetation
The outcrops are covered with a sparse scrub including desert oaks
and small eucalypts. The plain is largely mantled with spinifex, and in the
northern and eastern part, with low timber (mulga, desert oaks and eucalypts).
HydrograPIAY
NAPPERBY - Creeks flow from north to south draining from the
relatively high basement in the northern part of the Sheet. Three principal
creeks occurs Day creek, Napperby creek and Gidyea creek, each of them giving a
large flood out which is lost in the sand of the central part or in the swampy
area south of the Stuart Bluff Range.
.

MOUNT DOREEN - There is no major creek on the Sheet but only creeks of little
extent coming from the outcrops and absorbed by sand within a short distance.
The extreme northern part is drained by north-flowing creeks.

7

- LAKE MACKAY - There is only a east-west flooding area in the middle of the
studied area, with no defined water course.
Access
Access presentsno problem on NAPpERBY but on MOUNT DOREEN, although
tracks run along the northern and southern margins, there is only onp track
(seismic line) crossing the basin and no track visible on air photographs on
LAKE MACKAY. On MOUNT DOREEN the seismic lines have been shown with an approximate position.
III - STRATIGRAPHY
The following description refers to the basin as a whole rather than
to separate sheet areas.
are
Photogeological units/dealt with from the oldest to the youngest (Table
1) and features of interest and associated problems are mentioned in connection
with each unit.

—4°

A. Precambrian
1), Imeols.rocks.-.pGg
Granite crops out widely on the northern margin partibularly on
'NAPPY where.' it forms a continuous mass rising above the flat sand plain. On
MOUNT toOREEN the .titorops are numerous but more scattered 4 surrounded- by' •
Cainozoic formations. The contact between granite and Sedimentary rooks is
found nearly everywhere along the southern margin within the detrital.elopes
^.
and, along the northern margin in the Yuendumu area, the granite also
out within the detrital:slopes or directly at the foot of the first bverlying
_
sedimentasT.unit.^
,

-

-

•

The' granite is coarse grained with phenOcrYsts 'and' is
quartz veining particularly in the Napperby area and south of .Mount:boreen
where quartz veins (with granite) rise steeply above the sandy plain in ridges
up to 10 miles long.
--

On the aerial photographs the granite shows a well jointed pattern
and in outcrops of' sufficient size is easily recognized because of its'photo_,
geological "facies". It is possible that some vertical or subvertical metaquartzite (pGm) matte confused with quartz reefs.
2) Metamorphic rocks
- pGm - may include Metaquartzite, amphibolite, gneiss and migmatite. .

. ^.^

. ^-

•^

This formation shows l in air photographs, outcrops, of highje4et
in which bedding and structure can be till distinguished.; they are
toned except fOr the r metaquartzite which is lighter. It forms•the-ReS4Jds
Range_on NAPPERBY and is also found south-west of Mount Doreen but no Vanthe.
southern part" 'ofthe' basin.. ^

d4r.

.

-

- pGs

-

This may includeigOrts-sericite schist and quartz amphibolite.,
.

The formation crops out in the southern past of''LAKE MACK41
in the south-western part of MOUNT DOREEN; some outcrops ate also.foultinthe _::
northern part of the work area, 'on LAKE MACKAY. The photogeoIogical charadters
are distinctivel thin bedded with many' sharpsmall folds --the correlation' -•'
has been done from MOUNT RENNIE but the outcrops which overlap:MOUNT RENNIE
and LAKE MACKAY sheets were not visited during the 1961 field work of Wells,
Forman & Ranford (1965).
-

.

-

-

.

-

On NAPPERBY,. some. 2 miles north of the road from Smites Gift •
Bore tolgapperby (R7/ Photo 5079), near the basement of the northernmargini ,
beds of slate and phyllite have been observed, interbedded with ?metaquattzite
they may more properly belong to unit pGs but have been left within-unit
the outcrops being too small at the map 'scale and the photogeological characters
not distinctive. • •
,

-

.

-

,

•B - Proterozoic to Lower Palaeozoic
Sedimentary rocks
According to Cook (1963) the total thickness of the sedimentary
sequence is of the order of 11 4 000 feet with unit Pz contributing the major
part of the thickness.. •
1) Unit Bua It i's the lowest sedimentary unit . which can be fOUnd overIgihg'the
basement. Unit Bua ranges from cbarse^fine conglomerate at the bottom to
white (reddish brown when weathered), silibit!Wsandstone. It is well exposed

to the south of Yuendumu area andits'equivalent is probably fouth again capping
the granitic horst, south of Mount Doreen area (photos R5/5019 i R6/5183)4. There,
- the sequence begins with a coarse, pebbly conglomerate and perhaps.arkose nonconformably resting on the granite., FUrtheriest t toward the Vaughan Springs
area this unit:Bua-becomes thicker, and crops out along the bonier of the basin;
here it is folded in a syncline with steeply dipping flanks with the south-east
flank probably faultel l_because the complementary anticline.to . the•south--east is
missing, and.' the nearest rocks in this direction are flat lying Palaeozoic4
.North-eastward, the same folded zone (Treuer Range) continues either as a
narrower syncline or an anticline but the beds are nearly vertically dipping'
and the teOtoniCs are too strong to be able to determine the structure from the
air photographs.'

-

,

directly

In this area, between Vaughan Springs and Mount Doreen unit Bue: is

in contact with the Palaeozoic Pz.

Where isolated outcrops of Buitopeclobe to the basement, it is difficult
to distinguiAithet from metaquartzite.
Unit Bua is also found on LAKE MACKAY where there are scattered outcrops
which are difficult to relate to each other as fax as the structure isconcerned...
2. Unit Bu

-

One of the main problems of this basin is the relationship between the
northern margin and the southern margin.
Symbol Bu (undifferentiated Upper Proterozoic) has been applied to the
rocks of the southern ridge of the basin, the Stuart Bluff Range and its
prolongations.. This unit consists of jointedand gilicified .seniptone..and pebbly
sandstone overlying the basement which crops out in the-detrital.slope!facing the
south. Photogeological characters and lithology are quite Constant but are. •
slightly different from any other units of the northern margin on MOUNT DOREEN..
.

'On the northern margin, on NAPPERBY, the outcrop near Napperby
stead, showingJan anticline trending east-west, belongs to unit Bu.• In this area .
(RV Photo 5066) Unit Bu appears to be .thrust over a.sequence of 'dark sandstone::
The tectonics are very complicated in this area and the scale of the map does
not allow the sandstone of the underlying unit to be shown.
On LAKE MACKAY, scattered outcrops of unit Bu are found and to differentiate between them and unit.Bua is often difficult.
Regarding the connection between units Bu a and Bu, three possibilities
can be suggested'.
.

1) Unit Bua i8 the same as 'unit Bu: with a change in lithology due to
more intense silicification on the northern margin.
2 ) Unit
.

margin.

BU is underneath unit Bua and does not occur on the northern

3) ,UnitEu and unit Bub are the same with a change in lithology and
unit Bua does not occur _on the" southern margin.
.

At this.stage the problem cannot be resolved. In the absence of any
connection between north and soutii l the key 21'01)0.4 occurs either in the western.
or the eastern closure of. the basin; thus on ALCOOTA, at the easterly end of the
Henn Range Uapperby RI3/5O01-1034 Alcoota R13/513133) a sequence overlying it
Bu is found. This sequence, labelled "IPt on the ma P4 may be similar to the
Yuendumu sequence - the upper beds of the sequence north of Mount Ewart should be
,

•

—6—
investigated for unit Buc r .the only Stratigraphic marker bed of the"Yuendumu
sequence.^On MOUNT.DOREEN, in the central 'part (R9/5064-63) anjzoIated-.
outcrop is shown. on the map as unit Bu because of its,similar photo-charactereo.
If field work confirms this, a narrowing of the Palaeozoic part of the basin
in this area
.

The arrangement of the outcrops of unit Bu r on the southern margin,
tiggests many faults and foldsi particularly in the Mount Stanley 'and'Nbunt
Cockburn areas. On Run 11 5199-96, MOUNT DOREEN, the outcrops dip to the
south instead of the Usual north direction.
.

,

3) Unit flub South of Yueniumu area, unit alb lies with probable unconformity over
unit Bua. It is 'composed oflight grey to red sandstone,- reddish brown' when
weathered. Locally the unconformity o is well shown on R5/500345 MUM DORVIL
^the south but unit Bub at only 15
there, unit Bua is dipping nearly 75
and unit Bua is'oVerIapped west of the road from Yuendumur
-

.

•

•^

-

Unit Bdb. occurs on the western side of the granitic horst4-soUth
of Mount Doreen area (R6/5181) and probably in the Treuer Range but was not
recognized in the core of the syncline of Vaughan Springs Homesteed
-

4) Units Buc-Buci
These units form a sequence of dolomite and arenitev there-is7a !
possible unconformity between units Bub and Duo (R5/5007) and between units
Due and Bud. Unit Duel is the former unit F of Cook (1963) which was shown by
the recent field 'check to belong to unit Duo. It consists of fine grained
sandstone and siltstone and contains Protichnites (Cook r pers..-comm.).-whichindicates a Lower 'Palaeozoic age.. Thus units Bua, Bub are regarded' as of .
upper Proterozoic age, units Duo-c 1 , Bud and ?Bue of lower Palaeozoic age end unit Pz could be of upper Palaeozoic age.
-

-

.

-

-

-

.

On R5/ 5009 MOUNT DOREEN, unit Buc is unconformably overlain directly
by unit Pz.
Unit Buz is a dolomite and 'is a quite good. marker-bed in
because of its different lithology. On the aerial photographe r unit-Buc- c 1 4is also distinctive, because the siltstone and dolomite form low areas between'
units Bub and Bud. An example of this is the ring of Quaternary colluvium
(so) around units Dud-Due in the core of the syncline of Vaughan Springs' •
Homestead. In the field, a few small outcrops of dolomite have been found in
this area (shown-by Qc/Buc on the map) confirming that it is unit Buc -ci:
,

-

,

Also, on R5/5021, outside the large syncline south of Nbunt'Doreen .
area, on the north:side.of_the road from Yuendumu to Vaughan Springs,' some small'
outcrops of dolomite have been found v at the foot of the scarp formed by unit
Bud,
.

.

5) Unit Bud
It consists of a white, massive, medium to coarse grained r iextremelv
friable 'sandstone and interbedded white, thin bedded r silicified'sanistone4
The sandstone contains glauconite in places. This sequence' lies possibly'
unconformably over unit Duo or is faulted against it, In the%Yuendumu-area
^to be folded in a synclinal structure butting
(R5/5005-07) unit Duo'
against unit Bud and it seems that bid.- "has behaved less competently than
,

Unit.Bud is also shown within the large syncline south of Mount •
Doreen area where it seems to be, if not in contact with the basement l •at
least very close to it and to the quartz dykes. In the northern part of the
syncline it is overlapped:by unit Bue.
-

Unit Bud'oeburs in the core of the syncline of Vaughan Springs
Homestead and in the cores of small anticlines of Palaeozoic Pz along the
track from YuenduMu'to the south (R6/5296, R7/5128). •

.

On R8/5115 MOUNT DOREEN, the outcrop visited in the field has
been labelled Bud? because it is more silicified than unit Pz elsewhere,- but
it could also belong le a slightly different lithology of this unit. .
Structurally it probably represents the northern flank of the southernmost: outcropping anticlinal ridge south of Yuendumu. It is important to determine
the stratigraphical PO6ition of this outcrop, for if it is wa y .• the-basementhere will be at a shallower depth than would be expected from the distance of
the outcrop from the basin margins.
.

6) Unit Due
It is composed of well bedded, reddish brown or purple, flaggy
sandstone * Ripple marks and cross-bedding are common. This unit appears to
rest conformably on unit Bud south of Yuendumu area but in the-large syncline
• south of Mount Doreen'area it becomes thicker and it may be unconformable on
Bud.
A red.Lbrown pebbly sandstone also crops out in the core of the
syncline near Vaughan Springs Homestead and is thought to be either Unit Bue
or Unit Pz.
C - ?Upper Palaeozoic -*Pz ' It is a thick sequence of well bedded, reddish brown to whit toned,
medium grained pebbly sandstone, with a brown colour on weathering, rather:
similar to unit Bue. Interbedded conglomeratic beds up to 6 feet thick ceinposed
of cobbles of quartz and metaquartzite in a matrix of poorly sortedeandstOne
are found. (R8/5082 NAPPERBY).
.

'Unit Pz-is widely distributed throughout the northern part of the
basin on MOUNT DOREEff- the sequence has been folded in a serie'g of synclines
and anticlines with approximately east-west axes, particularly south of Yuendumu
area (R4/5055-57 MOUNT DOREEN)*
Elsewhere, scattered outcrops of this unit are found in the 'central
part of the basin•and Vaughan Springs area. An important outcrop occurs 28' muss
south of YUendiimu (R10/5033) gently dipping southward on the northern part and
nearly horizontal on the south part.

---

The most important character of unit Pz is that this unit unconformably overlies any older units.
1) • In the area southwest-of Yuendumu (R5/5007-5009) unit Pz rests
with strong angular unconformity on units Bue l Bud and Duo.
2) In the eore of_the,large-syncline south of Mount Doreen area, unit Pz
appears to be resting conformably en unit Due but on the northern flank 04/
5005-57) unit Pz is resting strongly unconformably on units Bud and Bus" and
at this place only a narrow zone of no outcrop occurs between unit Pz 'and the
basement.
,

.

3) On the northern margin of the basin, between Mount Doreen and
Vaughan Springs, unit Pz is in contact with unit Bua.

-8On.MOUNT DOREEN the similarity between the unconformable-contact of
unit Pz w•th the underlying units in both the synclines southwestApf Yuendumu and southwest of Mount Doreen can be noted; the =Conformity becOmes-accen-:
tuated westward, but southeast of Yuendumu unit Pz seems to be resting 'conformably
on unit flue as well as on the southern flank of the syncline south of Mount
Doreen area. -

-

.

,

D - Particular;roblems 1) The lithologies of units Pz and flue are similar and -when the
unconformity ia not exposed., such AS in an isolated Outcrop y -it is difficulti.
to differentiate.:between them. So, within the large syncline south of Mount
Doreen area, the distinction between units flue and Pz is impossible in the
core by means of photo characters, but the unconformity is evident on the
northern flank and ban be followed along the same bed through thewhola
—
syncline.
.

.

,

.

,

"

2).:The repetition of lithological types above and below-thedolomite
(unit Buo) has to,be noted. It can be simplified as follows: silicified.
sandstone, .(Bua), sandstone (Bub), dolomite and siltstone
sandstone (Bud), sandstone (flue). Where the dolomitic marker bed does not
occur, there is ari ambiguity between Bua-Bub and Bud-Bue! ^.,

3) The third. problem is the difficulty of distinguishing by photo'
characters, the ailicified sandstone from the metaquartzite.on the.margin of
the basin and also from some quartz dykes where these are parallel to the beds
of sedimentary rocks with sub-vertical dips.
-

-

above,
4) Finally the fourth and main problem remains, as indicated
,"
the relationship 'between the northern and southern margins.* ^

E - Cainozoic.
1) Qa.- Alluvium; Sheet flood; Flood out* They,mainIy oecur in
the northern part around the outcrops and along the creeks and in the southern
part around the Stuart Bluff Range.
.

On LAKE.MACKAY they maybe mixed with travertine (Qt) ...
,

2) Qc - Colluvium; detrital slopes.
They are. of relatively little extent and occur around the outcrops at'
the foot of scarpa,,.principally on the southern ridge. During field' check it
has been found'that,.although impossible to see on the air photographs l the
basement generally crops out within the detrital slopes on the southern side
of the southern margin, and. the northern slopes of the northern margin in
Yuendumu area - these areas have been labelled Qc/pGg on the maps*:
,

3) Qs -Sand
Sand covers the greater part of the basin, particularly the central
part. It is a reddish sand forming a flat featureless plain with dunes in
places.
-

-

4) Qrt - Plain with timber cover.
These areas are covered with low to medium timber .(mulga, desert o'ak''
eucalypts) and are.mainlydeveloped on NAPPERBY ani:more geherallyon the northern
margins of the basin ! Their distribution probably depends on soil moisture •
but it is not possible to confirm this because the actual boundaries are mainly
those of bushfires.

-95)--CP - Clay or salt pans.
Most of 'them are found. around the southern ridge.

,

6) CZ --11qterite or continental formation.

_^.^.
It is .little developed on NAPPEMBY; a few isolated.outorops-are found
on MOUNT DOREEN'e.g., at Vaughan Springs Homestead; on'LAKE MACKAY laterite is
widely distributed in low* sinuous outcrops.
Qt• 7 Travertine.
There is little travertine on NAPPERBY but it is important in the
south of MOUNT DOREEN and on the whole of the studied area. of LAKE MACKAY.
Two outcrops .(R8/5043, R9/5075) on LAKE MACKAY must be pointed out'because they
are different from the usual outcrop of Qt; they are grey toned, flat, with a
very small scarp, and have been labelled ? Qt but do not look exactly like any
other outcrop.
-

IV - STRUCTURE

.

1) Southern margin from east to west
The. Hann Range and Stuart Bluff Range dip north emd areolittIe
distuibed, being Affected by only a few faults of approximately northerly 'strike'
(e.g. east of Mount Ewart). It is also probably such a fault which parts the
Hann Range from the Stuart Bluff Range.
,

•
•

Towards Central Mount Wedge, the ridge of unit Bu describes-a-large
fingerlike fold. Further west (Siddely Range and beyond) * the outcrops are
displaced from eaCh other and the folding is stronger.- At Mount Gurner-the
sequence dips southward, in the direction contrary to the normal. dip.: Mount
Stanley and Mount Cockburn are situated on the east end of a syncline 25 miles
long, of which the most part occurs on LAKE MACKAY, with a•reyersal of idunge
at the west end (R12/5142-44 LAKE MACKAY). This syncline is shown by several
scattered outcrops •which outline its external border.
-

.

.

-

The other outcrops on LAKE MACKAY are too scattered to allow -a fair
•
interpretation of the structure to be made, but it is thought that Strong 161ding
.' it present.^•
,

,

-

2) Northern margin from east to west
In contrast to the south, the folding of the northern margin has been
severe and has resulted in a complex structural picture, showing dragging, overfolding and thrusting.
The northern sedimentary marglm is not present on ALCOOTA in the
Stuart Highway area. South of Napperby Homestead, the field inspection-showed •
that unit . Bu is faulted against the basement and thrust over another unit (not
shown on map) which is found in the core of the Most northerly anticlinal ridge
striking west alOng-the edge of the basement (R8/5067-65 NAPPERBY). .
.

,

.

•!

Close to Yaendumul the upper Proterozoic and lower Palaeozoic sequence
appears to be monoOlinal (except for unit Buc-c 1 as already discussed). 'South-west •
of Yuendumu unit Pz•unconformably lies on units Buc-c 1 4. Rd and -'Due' •and is folded
in a large syncline and a narrow anticline with a sharp axisl. southward the folding
can be followed in .a series, of synclines and anticlines.- Westward the large
*syncline of Pz is directly faulted' against the basement with 'a dragged fladk*:
, probably overturned in places. West of this big north-east trending fault, the
,.basement occurs with long quartz dykes rising above the flat sandy plain. Two
,

-

.

-

-

-

-

.

,

-1 0-

miles south ef the YuendUtu-Vaughan'Springs road, the graniteforms.s protinent"
cliff overlain by unit'Bua (?. arkose l conglomerate and silicified.;sandstone)v
The northern flank of the granitic horst is faulted east-west 4 ancU northwg
beyond this.fault r units Buc 2 .Bud and Bue are exposed in-a large synoline with
unit Pz in the core.The northern flank of the syncline abuts thiiybasement and'
unit Pz which progressively o Teriaps the lower units finally crops-out'Pvery
close to thia baSement, north of the centre point of photo 50554 Run 4's: The'
quartz dykes which bound the syncline on the north-north-east are in contact
with units , Buc . and Bud and are later than the folding.. ^•, .• •.
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Westward, the syncline can be followed as far as the •reuer Range
where unit PZ directly overlies unit Bua which forms the limit of the basin.
In this area, Some sharp angular movements of unit Pz are well exposed (R4/.
5049).
-

InAhe,Vaughan Springs Homestead area s the margin.of-thErbasintrenis
north-east and is mostly composed of unit Bua exposed in a,sharply'folded .
synclines Northeast of Vaughan Springs, in the Treuer Range; the structure is
complex; with over folding ; And cannot be elucidated from the air photographs
-

The anticline whi0 normally would occur southeast-of-the-syncline •
south of Vaughan Springs Hotestead is missing, and is assumed-to-have been cut
off by faulting 5 Southwest of the syncline an outcrop (R7/5156-54)couldte
part of the anticline missing further north 2 (but no dip can be observed.) and
the presence of a Small outcrop of probable granitic basement* . if-confirmed*
would suggest that the Vaughan Springs area should be considered as a sedimentary
"inclusion" within the basement.
•
On LAKE MACKAY the northern margin occurs in scattered outcrops and it
is difficult to determine the structure.
,

-

WithAft the basin as a whole the folds follow a definite-pattern of
broad synclinea and narrow anticlines and many box folds occur. Where vertical
or subvertical flanks occur, collapse structures have been found
,

.

-

The two most important tectonic periods seem to bebetweenqunits Y •
Bue and Pz4 and afterhe deposition of unit Pz, the last one -repeating
trends of the first period and perhaps of pre-existing Precambrian trendealso ..Other small scale folding occurred locally at various times .between the time of
deposition of unit Bua and unit Bue, the most conspicuous taking place after
the deposition of unit Bub and before Bud.
.
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